Lesson 4D:  Compiling Information
Name:	Anissa Hinojosa
Topic:  Grand Canyon

Save your work as 4D_LastName.rtf or 4D_LastName.doc.  Include the exact text that will be on each of your pages.  Remember what you learned about copyright and writing for the web.  Don’t forget to check your spelling and grammar.  

index.html - 2-3 short paragraphs about the National Park, Site Landmark you selected

The Grand Canyon has a lot of wonderful features and historic stories to it. It is 100% amazing and you will love this park. The grand canyon is about 7,000 ft. above sea level. Theodore Roosevelt declared the grand canyon a national monument in 1908. There are only two public areas for the grand canyon. Its the north and south rim. The grand canyon has a river stream that flows in between its walls. A trip in a car to one rim to the other side of the rim is about 220 miles long. The grand canyon has been a site since the 1979. The grand canyon is located in Arizona. This landscape has been inspirational to others for years ever since it was discovered. It is about 277 river miles long and a mile deep.



history.html - 2-3 short paragraphs detailing the history of this site/landmark/park.  .  Include how it became a protected area.

The grand canyon was discovered in 1540 by el tovar. He was a captain on an expedition. The grand canyon is about 2000 million years old. The grand canyon was made by a powerful force such as a erosion mainly by water, ice and wind. The grand canyon is by far the biggest and oldest erosion that we have had for years by earths natural disasters. The grand canyons rocks are very hard and dont even absorb water inside of it when it rains. The grand canyon soil is baked by the sun which is why the rain has no affect on the rock. The plants that grow on the grand canyon have a very short root. Not that much plant life grows there because its usually really hot and hardly rains there.




todo.html - detail 3 things to see/do and give descriptions of each

List of things to See and Do At the Grand Canyon
	Grand Canyon railway adventures to explore around the grand canyon
	Bearizona Drive through the wildlife park. All sorts of animals that live near the grand canyon
	Grand Canyon IMAX Movie Of The historical stories about the grand canyon.
	45 minute helicopter ride over the grand canyon. You can see the whole site of it.
	grand canyon white water rafting tour. Explore the inside of the grand canyon on its river
	Also for people who want to get married we have a helicopter wedding.
	3-day camping tour. You can spend the night on the grand canyon and experience the night time of it.










